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Software Care – Progress Guaranteed 

By subscribing the software care contract you ensure a continuous progress in quality assurance. Approximately every 
two years you get a new version of our software. You may then decide to install this version by yourself or you instruct 
us to do it for you as a part of the Online Remote Support contract (see below). In the time between both version roll-
outs we provide you with releases that contain any new features of the current version. 
You are invited to be actively involved in the development of the software standard. Any customer suggestion – inde-
pendently of the module – is recorded and examined closely. If we decide to follow your suggestion we will analyze 
the extent and the generality of the new feature and depending on the result deliver it with the next release or in case 
of larger developments with the next version. 
The costs for subscribing the software care contract are 12% of the total license price per year to pay at the beginning 
of the year and with a partial fee for the first year. 

Scope of services 

 Delivery of any new features for the acquired modules as part of releases or a new version 

 Ensured compatibility of the software with future hardware and software platforms 

 Maintenance of interfaces to third-party software such as (the newest) Microsoft Office products 

 Fixing of failures and bugs after the product guarantee has expired 

 
 
 
 
Online Remote Support – The Most Economical Kind of Customer Support 

The permanent progress of communication technology allows us to support our customers more and more efficiently. 

Only a few years ago: 

 You ordered our products. 

 We installed the software and trained your em-
ployees – of course, as broad as possible to show 
them virtually anything even if a direct use was not 
obvious. 

 Often an employee of the customer who was re-
sponsible for local computers and networks was 
deeply introduced into the secrets of quality assur-
ance to be able to communicate into both worlds, 
information technology and quality assurance. 

 In most cases this employee had to ask for our as-
sistance despite of the fact that he was trained be-
cause iQ-BASIS was only one of many products he 
was responsible for. 

 The employees of the operating departments were 
doubtful if they could formulate their problem 
clearly so that they avoided any contact with AHP. 

Online Remote Support avoids this uneconomic approach: 

 The trained employee who is not aware of some 
feature of iQ-BASIS or has forgotten how it works 
calls the AHP customer support. 

 We initiate a remote control session with this em-
ployee and are able to see anything what he/she 
sees. Furthermore we can use the mouse and the 
keyboard the same way as the user. That way any 
problem is explained just as if one AHP employee 
stood directly behind the user. 

 A few minutes later the user is able to continue 
working. 

 A new you release is provided by us, we install it in 
your environment after clearance with you, and we 
immediately introduce you into the most im-
portant new features. 
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Scope of services (Online Remote Support) 

 We install a new iQ-BASIS release. 

 We install a new iQ-BASIS version. 

 We install a new iQ-BASIS component. 

 We offer a short introduction into new features to 
the trained employee. 

 We support you when it comes to configurational 
issues. 

 We check the communication with your PPS sys-
tem using the methods that are available to us. 

 If possible, we advise you online how to use the 
software to optimally meet your requirements. 

 We support your operating department user if 
he/she is not sure how to continue: 

 
"We want to replace your local user support (almost) 
completely – except for local hardware problems." 

 

Technical requirements for ORS 

 Internet connection – the easiest way. Using the 
NetViewer software that is licensed by AHP any PC 
all over the world can be remotely controlled. 

 Installation of a remote control software on a PC 
that is accessible for online support under supervi-
sion of the operative employee. 

 ISDN or modem line connection to a PC or dial-in 
via router and LAN connection to a PC. 

 Access to your client/server system so that we are 
able to act as a client: 
o With the permissions of an iQ-BASIS user  
o Possibly with the permissions of a DBMS ad-

ministrator 

Telephone support 

Complementing ORS AHP offers a pure telephone 
support (TS), too. This kind of support also includes 
support of the trained end user as far as it is possible 
due to the limitations of a telephone call. 

Support times and availablitiy 

AHP offers support on German work days between 8 
a.m. and 5 p.m. Companies with sites having their 
working times outside of this time frame are support-
ed anyway after clearance with AHP. 

Online Remote Support – Supported modules 

 Base package 

 Audit management 

 Claim management 

 Sampling modules 

 CAD/CAQ 

 Production inspection 

 Maintenance 

 Laboratory management 

 Gauge management 

 Gauge inspection plans 

 


